Agenda

- Icebreaker
  - Beach ball game with instruction-themed questions - very cool!
    - What is your favorite thing to teach?
    - One word that describes your teaching practice
    - What is your best moment in teaching?
    - Share a teaching epic fail

- Co-chair Election
  - Anne sent in her nomination!

- Review last year + 23 Framework Things
  - Workshop
  - 23 Things
    - (as response to last meeting where people asked for support around the Framework)

- Feedback for next year
  - Topics for in-person workshop
    - ACRL Framework Training (w/Kim leading?)
    - Contemplative pedagogy (Jenny Sippel has expertise in this)
    - Curriculum mapping
    - Gamification of learning
    - Metacognition/metaliteracy (maybe working with New Literacies folks? Or maybe this would be a good one for the online professional development?)
    - Visual literacy
    - Digital humanities/scholarship
    - Instructional Design (Understanding by design or Universal Design for Learning)
    - Anti-racist pedagogy (Melissa Kalpin Prescott)
    - Creating digital learning objects
  - Topics for online professional development
  - Ideas for ways to share & communicate with each other
    - Listserv
    - Facebook group
    - Slack channel
    - Twitter discussions

- Instruction problems & solutions